Automatic body part recognition for CT slices can benefit various medical image applications. Recent deep learning methods demonstrate promising performance, with the requirement of large amounts of labeled images for training. The intrinsic structural or superior-inferior slice ordering information in CT volumes is not fully exploited. In this paper, we propose a convolutional neural network (CNN) based unsupervised body part regression (UBR) algorithm to address this problem. A novel unsupervised learning method and two inter-sample CNN loss functions are presented. Distinct from previous work, UBR builds a coordinate system for the human body and outputs a continuous score for each axial slice, representing the normalized position of the body part in the slice. The training process of UBR resembles a self-organization process: slice scores are learned from interslice relationships. The training samples are unlabeled CT volumes that are abundant, thus no extra annotation effort is needed. UBR is simple, fast, and accurate. Quantitative and qualitative experiments validate its effectiveness. In addition, we show two applications of UBR in network initialization and anomaly detection.
INTRODUCTION
Body part recognition is ubiquitously useful in medical image applications, such as automatic scan range planning and providing body spatial priors to initialize computer aided detection (CADe) and diagnosis (CADx) systems, and so on [1] . Traditional methods normally use hand-crafted image classification features [1] . Lately, deep learning approaches [1, 2, 3] have been adopted with promising results where Convolutional neural networks (CNN) are employed to learn deep image features. However, large amounts of manually labeled training image data are required [1, 2, 3] . Recently, Zhang et al. [3] propose a self-supervised method that permits pretraining a CNN model in an unsupervised manner, but it still needs fine-grained labeled CT slices to supervisedly fine-tune the network, before predicting labels of anatomical body parts.
In this paper, we present an Unsupervised Body part Regression or Regressor (UBR) that entirely learns from unla-beled CT volumes. The training volumes can have any scan range (chest, abdomen, pelvis, etc.), hence are abundant in every hospital's picture archiving and communication system (PACS). The superior-inferior slice ordering information is leveraged to train UBR. Compared with [3] , UBR is more efficient, accurate, and requires no labeled CT images completely. By minimizing an order loss and a distance loss, UBR learns the body part knowledge from inter-slice relationships in a self-organization process (defined as "some overall order arises from local interactions between parts of an initially disordered system" in Wikipedia).
Most previous work splits the whole body into several discrete anatomical parts [1, 2] , which may be hard to be precisely defined (problematic at transition regions [2] ) and have limitations or constraints on different applications. More importantly, they cannot discriminate slices inside a part. In contrast, UBR is a continuous-valued regressor. It builds an axial coordinate system for the body and outputs a continuous score for each slice, which represents the normalized position of the body part in the slice. Thus, it is fine-grained and useful for identifying different parts of the body. Experimental results show that it outperforms [3] where 88 extra labeled CT volumes are required to fine-tune. Besides body part recognition, we demonstrate two other applications of UBR: CNN weight transfer learning in a CADe task; and detection of significant anomalies in CT volumes (e.g., scan artifacts or large lesions).
METHOD
Motivation: Volumetric medical images are intrinsically structured where the position and appearance of organs are relatively aligned. Our idea is to predict a continuous score for each axial CT slice as the normalized body coordinate value. As the image slice index in a volume increases (in the superior-inferior order), the predicted body coordinate scores should become larger accordingly. Note that the image volumes extracted from PACS often have different scan ranges (e.g., start, end, and inter-slice intervals), hence the slice indices cannot be directly used as slice scores or as labels to learn the scores. In this paper, we enforce the deeply learned regressor to obey the spatial superior-inferior ordering as a hard constraint. In addition, any numeric difference of the UBR predicted slice scores should be approximately propor-tional to the spatial distance between slice indices. Following this intuition, we propose the unsupervised body part regressor (UBR), see Fig. 1 . 
Selection of Training Samples:
In each training iteration, we randomly select g volumes, then randomly pick m equidistant slices from each selected volume. A starting slice j and a slice interval k are also randomly determined ( Fig. 1 ).
Network Architecture: The first few layers of the network can be directly adopted from ImageNet pretrained CNN models, e.g. the conv1-conv5 in VGG-16 [5] . After that, we add a new convolutional layer (Conv6) with 512 1×1 filters and stride 1, a ReLU layer, a global average pooling layer, and a fully connected layer (Fc7) to generate the slice score.
Loss Function: The loss function is critical for the proposed unsupervised deep learning method. We learn the ordering relationship between slice scores as a surrogate which can be obtained for free, so annotated anatomical labels [2, 1] are not required. The first loss term is the order loss L order , which requires slices with larger indices to have larger scores. As expressed in Eq. 1, L order is a logistic loss. g is the number of CT volumes in a mini-batch; m is the number of image slices in each volume; S(i, j) is the slice score of slice j in volume i; h is the sigmoid activation function.
Besides keeping the qualitative order of the slice scores, we also constrain them to increase linearly. The numeric difference between two slice scores should be proportional to the physical distance between the two images. Because we intentionally pick equidistant slices (e.g., slices j, j+k, j+2k, . . .), the slice scores should be equidistant as well. The distance loss is thus defined in Eq. 2, where f is the smooth L1 loss [6] . The final loss is the sum of L order and L dist .
In the training process, the order loss and distance loss terms collaborate to "push" each slice score towards the correct direction relative to other slices. If the order loss does not exist, a trivial solution may be obtained where all slice scores are constant. If the distance loss is absent, the slice scores will be nonlinear and less accurate.
EXPERIMENTS Datasets and Implementation Details:
We collect 800 random unlabeled CT volumes of 420 subjects from our hospital PACS as our UBR training dataset. Volumes are in the range of 30∼700 slices each. Most volumes are chestabdomen-pelvis scans and the exact body scan ranges are not used during training. The testing set includes 18,195 CT slices randomly sampled from 260 CT volumes of 140 new subjects. To assess the UBR's quantitative performance, each testing slice is manually labeled as one of the 3 common classes: chest (5903 slices), abdomen (6744), or pelvis (5548). The abdomen class starts from the upper border of the liver and ends at the upper border of the ilium. The proposed method can be easily extended to recognize other parts of the body. The data have various pixel spacings (0.6-1.0 mm), reconstruction kernels, and pathological conditions.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the layers Conv1-Conv5 of UBR are the same as those in VGG-16 [5] , initialized using the ImageNet pretrained model. Conv6 and Fc7 are trained from scratch where the number of volumes per mini-batch is set g = 12 and the number of sampled slices per volume m = 8. The UBR network is trained using stochastic gradient descent with the initial learning rate 0.002 and converged in 1.5K iterations, taking only 12 min on a Titan X Pascal GPU. The inference time per slice is 4 ms.
Qualitative and Quantitative Results
Under our defined loss function, the UBR output scores mostly range between -15 and 15. Fig. 2 illustrates some qualitative results. It can be observed that the learned regression scores and human anatomical body parts correspond well (-10: upper chest, -5: liver dome, 0: lower abdomen, 5: lower pelvis). UBR is also robust to the varying position, size and moderate pathological conditions (e.g., row 1 column 1, atypical presentation of bowel in the chest) of the human body.
To evaluate the quantitative performance of UBR, we classify the testing slices into three classes only based on the UBR regressed slice scores. Two extra validation CT volumes are used to determine two thresholds to separate three body zones. We also implement two methods for comparison: supervisedly training a 3-class classifier using the labeled slices [2] ; and the self-supervised method in [3] . It first pretrains the network with unlabeled slice pairs, then fine-tunes the network with fine-grained labeled volumes to learn slice scores. It cannot use the multi-slice order loss or distance loss. We calibrate two thresholds for it like UBR. Note that both [2] and [3] require labeled samples in training, so we further manually annotated 88 new volumes to facilitate [2, 3] . The 
Method
Acc. (%) Supervised [2] with 88 labeled volumes 98.84 Self-supervised [3] with 88 labeled volumes 95.28 Self-supervised [3] performance comparison results are displayed in Table 1 .
The supervised classification method [2] achieves the highest accuracy of 98.84%. However, it needs extra 88 labeled volumes for training. In addition, it is dedicated to classification, which is arguably an easier task than the fine-grained regression in [3] and UBR. Using only 2 labeled volumes to calibrate thresholds on the regression score, UBR outperforms the self-supervised approach [3] which are fine-tuned with 88 labeled volumes (95.99% versus 95.28%). The classification accuracy of fine-tuning the network of [3] with two labeled volumes (as the same condition of UBR) is noticeably inferior (only at 72.05%). Finally, we explore using the 512D feature vector from pool6 of UBR to train a logistic regressor on the 88 labeled volumes. An improved accuracy is obtained of 98.41%. The pool6 features contain information related to body parts, and can be used to train a more complex classifier when labeled samples are presented.
To analyze the classification errors when using UBR scores, we draw the histogram of slice scores in each class in Fig. 3 (a) . It can be found that most classification errors appear at transition regions because of their intrinsic ambiguity. This will not be a problem in practice since UBR predicts continuous body coordinate scores, but the scores for certain body parts may become inaccurate if there are too few samples of these parts in the unlabeled training dataset.
Choosing a proper m can improve the body part recognition accuracy, as indicated by Fig. 3 (b) . When increasing m, we also decrease g to keep m × g = 96. If m = 2, the distance loss cannot be applied. Its result is inferior than those with m > 2, proving the effectiveness of the proposed multislice strategy. With more CT slices per group, the inter-slice relationship can be better regulated, especially when the distance loss is absent. Incorporating the distance loss can also increase the accuracy.
Applications
Transfer learning is very critical for deep learning based medical image problems. Medical datasets are often at small scales versus the huge numbers of parameters in deep neural network models so that training a CNN from scratch can be challenging. Researchers have found it effective to initialize the network weights with ImageNet pretrained CNN models is an effective strategy. In this section, we explore the feasibility of using the trained UBR network on the initialization of CNNs for a new CAD task, using DeepLesion dataset [7] . It contains 32120 CT slices of size 512×512 from 10594 studies of 4459 unique patients where bounding-boxes are annotated by radiologists on each slice, marking a variety of lesions or tumors (e.g., lung nodules, lymph nodes, liver/kidney lesions and so on). We adopt the Faster RCNN [6] method (built upon VGG-16 network) for lesion detection as a binary problem (lesion vs. non-lesion).
Four initialization strategies are exploited for DeepLesion: Random (training a Faster RCNN from scratch), UBR (using a UBR model trained from scratch to initialize Faster RCNN), ImageNet (using a VGG-16 model trained on ImageNet to initialize Faster RCNN), and ImageNet+UBR (first using an ImageNet model to initialize UBR, then using the fine-tuned UBR to initialize Faster RCNN). The learning rates start from 0.002 and are reduced by a factor of 10 in every 20K, 20K, 15K and 15K iterations, respectively. The detection accuracy on DeepLesion is described in Fig. 3 (c) . The accuracy is the average recall of top-5 detections on each slice. A predicted box is treated as correct if the intersectionover-union measurement between itself and a ground-truth box is larger than 0.5. The performance of DeepLesion-UBR is significantly better than DeepLesion-Random. However DeepLesion-ImageNet still outperforms DeepLesion-UBR, probably because ImageNet is a much extensive and labeled image dataset. The ImageNet pretrained CNN model has learned very comprehensive sets of filters, especially those representing fine image texture features that are effective for detecting small lesions in CT images. Last, the doubly finetuned DeepLesion-ImageNet+UBR scheme achieves higher initial accuracies (at 2.5K and 5K iterations) and a slightly improved final accuracy (74.82% vs. 73.84%), compared to DeepLesion-ImageNet. The probable reason is that UBR can further familiarize DeepLesion-ImageNet model with the statistics of CT images [7] , and keep mostly the convolutional filters learned from ImageNet.
Anomaly Detection: UBR is able to mine images with significant abnormal appearance (rare in the training set), such as scanning artifacts and large lesions. A simple method is to calculate and plot the body coordinate scores per slice in any CT scan (as y-axis) against the slice indices (as x-axis), to obtain a curve or trajectory. From the curve, we identify several volumes with abnormal non-smooth "turns". For the normal volumes ( Fig. 4 (a) ), their plots are roughly linear with small noise variations indicating inter-subject variances. The initial and final ends of each curve represent the anatomical scan range and the slopes correlate with the slice intervals. We compute the correlation coefficient (r) between the slice indices and slice scores. Fig. 4 (b) is an exemplary abnormal volume with r < 0.99. By manual examination, we find that this nonlinearity is caused by the ascitic fluid appeared in chest and abdomen ( Fig. 4 (c) ). Besides, 15 volumes in the test set were found to have atypical scan directions (not monotonically from chest to pelvis).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present an Unsupervised Body part Regressor (UBR) that learns a normalized body coordinate system representing anatomical body parts from unlabeled CT scans. Our method is simple and effective, with zero manual annotation effort needed. Quantitative experimental results and two different applications or extensions have demonstrated its promising performance and good utilities.
